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VISION
“on a path to provide and be the complete ecosystem for the Multivac
chain”
MultiVACPad’s mission is to be the single point entry to the complete MultiVAC
ecosystem from project incubation to launch and from to launch to DEX.
MultiVACPad is the first fair, sustainable launchpad and incubation platform to be
built on the MultiVAC chain. The aim is to encourage budding crypto projects to
raise funds, multiply investors and outreach their potential by including various
benefits provided by the platform and provide projects that are best picked to the
investors.
Each project to be launched in this platform will be genuinely chosen and
handpicked to provide a secure environment to ensure the project is solid to
protect the community and investors. The $MTVPAD token holders will be offered
the advantage of prior access to the token by participating in IDO’s and special
private sales.

MultiVACPad also prepares to be the complete ecosystem on MultiVAC chain
hence not limiting itself to a launchpad and incubation platform, to a second
extent, we will develop an ecosystem offering MVACSwap* DEX.

Features
• Fair and Tier-Free Allocation
Tired of traditional tier system and FCFS and selling all your assets to get into basic
tier? No more worries with MultiVACPad. MultiVACPad respects every $MTVPAD
holders and wants to provide allocation fairly and uniquely compared to the
traditional tier system. MultiVACPad is completely Tier-Free and provides
guaranteed allocation to every holder no matter how many tokens they hold. The
more you hold, the more the allocation is. This method also strongly ensures only
the holder's wallet can participate and no bots can play a role in the allocation.

At the same time, rewarding our long-term holders and our strong community of
MultiVACPad comes as a priority by providing extra allocation to holders who stake
$MTVPAD for more than 30 days.
• Secure and Trustworthy
All the projects to be launched on the MultiVACPad will be carefully chosen and
ensure it meets the standards to protect the interest of the community members
and investors. Every project will be checked for Audits and other criteria’s in the
very early stages along with mandatory vesting of team/dev tokens. MultiVACPad
will also offer these services through our partner network.

• Platform Governance
MultiVACPad token holders can vote on proposed changes to our MultiVACPad
ecosystem. This includes voting on upcoming IDOs, new product features,
ecosystem updates, or initiatives; anyone can submit a proposal and allow
$MTVPAD token holders to vote.
• Continuous Sustainability with Rewards
Our smart contract will be implemented in a way that all the buy and sell
transactions will have a 5% tax. 2% of the tax is added to the liquidity pool, 2% is
added to the operational costs and the remaining 1% is distributed to the holders
based on the percentage of tokens they hold. This ensures the project’s longterm sustainability along with safeguarding the interest of the investors.
• One-time KYC
With the existing launchpad environments, passing KYC is a cumbersome
process. Investors need to pass KYC for every single launched project which is
tedious and time-consuming. MultiVACPad makes the process much more
straightforward for the investor. Every investor is required to pass KYC only once
and they will be eligible for all the upcoming projects launched on MultiVACPad .

MultiVAC Pad Native token: $MTVPAD
$MTVPAD is the primary token of the MultiVACPad ecosystem. The holder of this
token can enjoy multiple benefits such as participating in the projects launched via
MultiVACPad, rewards generated through transaction tax, liquidity mining, staking
program, and DAO Governance, and earning rewards through various events and
competitions. $MTVPAD token will also be the main utility to be used in the
MVACSwap*.

*Detail about the MVACSwap will be released on the upcoming/next version of LitePaper.

MultiVAC Chain
MultiVAC is a next-generation high-performance public blockchain for largescale decentralized applications. MultiVAC is developing the first solution in the
world characterized by speediness, efficiency, and all-dimensional sharding to
expand its capacity in computation, transmission, and storage. It provides a
highly secure and reliable infrastructure for industrial decentralized applications
with maximum throughput.

MultiVAC provides developers the level of customization. With the help of
Flexible sharding computation developers can set their own parameters based
on the requirements for availability, consistency, partition tolerance and the
level of decentralization along with probability of forks and the amount of gas
required for transactions.

MULTIVAC FEATURES
• High – Throughput
With the same node scale, MultiVAC can achieve two orders of magnitude
credibility and over 10000 times TPS as bitcoin, which will fully meet the needs
of large-scale applications.
• Flexible Computation
MultiVAC separates transactions and smart contracts/computation and provides
an optional slide of CAP for DApps to make their own infrastructure of
performance and decentralization level.
• Infinite Expansion
There will be an economic model and an efficient free market in which Nodes
can benefit from bookkeeping, computing and saving, leading to obvious
increasing and network effect.
o Fast transaction speed
o low cost
o It offers the flexibility for developers to choose to have more shards
with higher security and lower TPS or lot more shards with lower
security and unlimited TPS or anything in between.

TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000 $MTVPAD
INITIAL SUPPLY: 17,150,000 $MTVPAD
INITIAL MARKET CAP: $651,700

FUND

ALLOCATION

PRICE

VESTING SCHEDULE

Advisors and Partnerships

10%

1-month lock, then monthly unlock
over 6 months

Marketing

15%

25% unlock on TGE, then 25%
quarterly

Liquidity

10%

30% unlock on TGE, then 5%
monthly

Seed

10%

$0.012

15% unlock on TGE, then 17%
quarterly

Private Sale A

6%

$0.018

20% unlock on TGE, then 20%
quarterly

Private Sale B

6%

$0.028

20% unlock on TGE, then 20%
quarterly

Public sale

8%

$0.038

25% unlock on TGE, then 12.5%
monthly

Staking

12%

100% locked until the staking
system is released

Ecosystem Growth

18%

25% unlock at TGE, then monthly
unlock over 6 months

Team

5%

1-year lock, then monthly unlock
over 6 months

ROADMAP

